Teaching Seminar - Week 5

Reflection on Buddy Visits and Friedberg CS2:

- If someone is cheating in plain sight in class, find a discreet way to address it right then.

- Teaching habits/techniques to try:
  1. Review steps after finishing problems at the board.
  2. Ask students for the next step when doing a problem.
  3. Make sure answers to questions are accessible and appropriate for the class you’re in, as opposed to perhaps referencing material from outside that class (on a case by case basis).
  4. Give students time to collect thoughts after asking a question or explaining something.
  5. Repeat questions asked of you so that the whole class is on the same page.
  6. Draw pictures when possible to help visualize problems.
  7. Maintain a healthy pace (this pace can vary per class and/or discussion). Stay in control of discussion and be wary of getting off track.